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BY PAT SCHILLO
STAFF REPORTER            
Eastern offers job opportunities on
campus to students looking to add to
their schedules, whether it is working
to pay their tuition, to have extra
money or just to pass time.
To help students that wish to work,
Eastern offers job opportunities to all
students who are enrolled in at least
six credit hours per semester. Over
the summer, employment opportuni-
ties are also offered, but students do
not have to be enrolled in classes to
take advantage of one; they just had to
be enrolled for six credit hours the
previous semester.
Students are only allowed to work 90
hours per pay period during the school
year and 120 hours during the sum-
mer. The pay period begins on the 16th
of each month and ends on the 15th of
the following month.
Eastern student workers’ hours
seem to be flexible when needed, espe-
cially during finals week. Students’
bosses often help out with their hours
as much as they can.  
“Every person that works with us
has to work two shifts during finals
week, but hours are usually pretty
flexible if needed,” said Beth Hackett,
a sophomore biological sciences major.
Hackett has worked in the dining cen-
ter of Thomas Hall since September of
2005.
“I work so I have extra spending
money to go out,” said Kevin
McNicholas, a junior social science
major. McNicholas works as a student
ticket writer, ticketing cars for
parking violations.
“During finals week, we don’t have
to work so it works out nicely for
me,” he said. “I get to study when I
need to.”
Both Hackett and McNicholas work
around 12 hours per week.
Though some students find jobs eas-
ily, others find it difficult. People who
want to work have to apply for jobs
early in the semester because posi-
tions can become quite competitive.
“One of the first things I did when I
got here was applied for a job any-
I think it’s really hard to get a job on campus
because all the students are trying to make
some extra money.
“
”
All work and no play makes finals more
SEE WORK PAGE 6A
BY KRISTEN LARSEN
CITY EDITOR
There may be a 5.5-percent increase
in water and sewer rates for next year.
That is, rates may go up $6 to $7 per
month from the current rate of $54.60.
After a 20-percent increase in 1999,
the city of Charleston has closely
watched water and sewer rates every
year so residents don’t have such a big
increase again. Each year the rate
increases between 2 and 6 percent. Last
year’s rates increased by 6.2 percent. 
The rate is calculated after looking at
the waste plant, water plant and water
and utility department. 
“The rate reflex an increase in oper-
ations (in the departments),” said City
Manager Scott Smith. 
There was a 3-percent increase for
personnel along with a 3- to 5-percent
increase because of employee benefits
such as healthcare. Also, the cost of util-
ities and chemicals has gone up.
The rate also helps pay off debts such
as the new water plant put in last year.
Last year’s rate was higher because of
out-of-pocket money used for the water
plant, but the water plant could explain
the lower rate increase this year.
“It’s too early to be 100 percent cer-
tain if the water plant affects the water
and sewer rates,” Smith said. “But we
are hoping to see some cost reductions
because the plant is more efficient. But
we can also see a slight increase in other
areas.”
The city also compared its water and
BY HOLLIE DOHERTY
STAFF REPORTER
Apartments and residential houses off
campus may add on a $25 reconnection
fee to start the water in the beginning of
the next academic year. 
Water rates may also be going up
approximately $7 to $8 per thousand
gallons if the Charleston City Council
approves the proposals at its meeting
Tuesday. This means expenses will rise
for students living off campus.
“There will be four of us (in one res-
idence), but that’s still going to be a lot
more then we were expecting,” says
Susan Prignano, a freshman corporate
communications major. “I will need to
budget my money better to pay for it.” 
Shorter showers will become the
norm for Prignano and her apartment
roommates, she said.
“I’m not second guessing because
it’s still better then the dorms,” said
Sarah Biswurm, a freshman sociology
major who will also live off campus. 
Biswurm takes long showers but also
plans to shorten the time next year to
conserve water in hopes of lowering her
bill, she said. 
“I don’t have a problem with the acti-
vation fee because so many things have
those type of fees, and dividing that by
four people is only $6.25 (each), which
is nothing,” said Dan Jeck, a junior
sports management major. “The price is
going up, there’s not really anything
that can be done. The water bill is usu-
ally the lowest of the bills, I just don’t
Students
gear up for
water cost
Water
Water rates
may increase
for city
Average rate:
$54.60
Increase:
$6 to $7
per month
1999 increase:
20 percent
2005 increase:
6.2 percent
Average rates
in Mattoon:
$80.60
per month
Proposed 
reconnect
fee:
$25
SEE WATER PAGE 6A
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CORRECTIONS
Eastern quarterback Bodie Reeder was incorrectly identified on page 10 of Thursday’s
issue of The Daily Eastern News. The DEN regrets the error.
Alicia, Michelle and Nicole Wroblewski were incorrectly identified in a photo on page
three of Thursday’s issue of The Daily Eastern News. The sisters appeared in the order
listed from left to right in the photo. The DEN regrets the error.
JAY GRABIEC/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Members of string trio Fontana from Kansas City, Jenny Shyver, cellist; and Nell
French, violist, practice outside of McAfee.  The two played last night for Professor
Murchie’s music appreciation class.
WTF?
Boy flames
self alleged
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
GILLETTE, Wyo. – A
teenage boy accidentally
set himself on fire early
Wednesday morning after
allegedly trying to siphon gas
from a firefighter's car. 
Police first learned of the
injury after a 17-year-old boy
and a 16-year-old boy
claimed that someone had
thrown gasoline on the 17-
year-old at the Common
Cents service station and lit
him on fire, said Lt. Rod
Hauge. 
The boy was taken to the
hospital with second- and
third-degree burns on his
legs. Police were called to
the hospital to investigate the
incident and later learned
that the 17-year-old spilled
gas on his pants while siphon-
ing gas. He then used a
lighter to try to determine
how wet his pants were and
set himself of fire, Hague said. 
Both boys have been tick-
eted with larceny, Hauge
said. 
Thieves Steal
Bleachers From Ball
Field 
LORAIN, Ohio – Stolen
bases are to be expected at
a baseball field, but stolen
bleachers? Aluminum thieves
made off with $4,000 worth of
MUSIC IN THE AIR
HOLLY HENSCHEN
POLITICAL SCIENCE
GRADUATE STUDENT
“If these men had
Islamic last names,
they would be sus-
The bar has just closed, and
you're meandering home or to
afterhours, seemingly safe and ine-
briated. A little bit of stumbling
KYLE MAYHUGH
SENIOR
JOURNALISM MAJOR
“Never in American poli-
tics is the line from emo-
tion to rationalization as
If reports that 500,000 immigrants
marched in Dallas last week are true, that
is a mind-boggling number. That is
approximately one out of every 800 peo-
GET YOUR BLOG FIX @ DENNEWS.COM
BY BRIDGET MAIELLARO
DAILY ILLINI (U. ILLINOIS)
CHAMPAIGN – The Irish Illini
has been suspended until the
first day of the next academic
year by the University of Illinois
for promoting drinking
through their listserv. The e-
mail, which was sent on
March 1 and concerned
Unofficial St. Patrick's Day,
informed club members
when and where they would
be meeting, along with infor-
mation about the discounted
prices they would receive on
drinks. 
"There was a correspon-
dence distributed by the Irish
Illini that specifically adver-
tised the availability of alco-
hol for their members," said
Brooks Moore, director of the
Office of Registered
Organizations.
The Irish Illini, a Registered
Student Organization,
encouraged and promoted
drinking alcohol by stating
that people wearing the
Unofficial Irish Illini shirt would
receive discounted drinks at
The Clybourne, 706 S. Sixth St.,
and Firehaus, 708 S. Sixth St,
thereby breaking the Alcohol
Policy Procedures and
Guidelines for registered
organizations, said Patrick
Boyle, president of the Irish
Ilini.
"The Irish Illini, as a registered
organization, distributed infor-
mation to their members that
advertised the availability of
alcohol as an exclusive pro-
gram for members of the Irish
Illini," Moore said. "Student
organizations cannot adver-
tise the availability of alcohol
and cannot knowingly spon-
sor, engage or endorse
events that substantially
abstract from the operations
and academic instruction of
the University." 
As of right now, the Irish Illini
are in the process of appeal-
ing the sanction. However,
Boyle said he is unsure of
whether there will be a full
appeal. 
Students study
porn industry, influ-
ence
DEKALB – "Deep Throat."
Playboy. Classroom. Porn site.
"One of these things is not like
the others, one of these things
just doesn't belong." Or
maybe it does. According to
a new article in the April 3
issue of Time magazine, "Sex
in the Syllabus," many schools
across the country are devel-
oping new classes to teach
what has been dubbed "porn
curriculum."
More sexuality in
society, say statis-
tics at Northern
Statistics say today more
Americans watch porn than
they do football, said Chet
Meeks, assistant sociology
professor at Northern Illinois
University. In reaction to its
UIUC suspends Irish Illini
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Grant View Apartments
• Dishwasher • DSL • Free Parking •
• New 4 Bedroom Apartments • Fully Furnished •
•Very Close to Campus • 
Located on 1st & Grant (across from Lantz gym)
C a l l  N o w  F o r  D i s c o u n t e d  R a t e s : 3 4 5 - 3 3 5 3
Now Leasing for Fall
BY JULIA BOURQUE
SENIOR REPORTER
Not even through her first
glass of wine, she said yes. 
Saying yes meant leaving
behind $36,000 a year plus
benefits at Eastern Illinois
University and becoming so
far in debt “most people would
wake up crying,” but Devon
Nau agreed in an instant to her
sister’s offer. 
“I like to tell people she got
me drunk and made me do it,”
Nau said with her illuminative
sense of humor. 
Nau, who taught in Eastern’s
English department for 16
years, and her sister, Ann
Flesor-Beck, purchased the
30-year vacant building at
101 W. Sale St. in Tuscola to
reopen their grandfather’s
business, Flesor’s Candy
Kitchen. A year and a half and
$800,000 later, the building
reopened and was renovated
from the roof down to repli-
cate the charming soda shop
that last stood in the 1970s. 
“I was a little teary when I
had to leave Eastern,” Nau
said. “But, it was time for a
career change. I wasn’t being
challenged anymore.” 
But she soon received chal-
lenges. 
During her first two weeks
in business, Nau pulled every
muscle in her chest from
stirring candy with a paddle
in her copper kettle, which is
the same kettle her grandfa-
ther used. With three chil-
dren, ages 4, 6 and 15, Nau
comes into the shop to start
cooking candy before she takes
the children to school, goes
back home to drive the chil-
dren to school and then comes
back to the shop to work until
about 5 p.m. 
“Usually I have the kids
here for a while and then we’ll
go home and eat dinner,” Nau
said. “Occasionally, I will take
them home to their father and
come back and work until 10
p.m. or midnight with my sis-
ter.” 
Making candy is traditional-
ly the male role in the confec-
tionary business since it
requires strength to stir the
candy in the kettle. However,
Nau takes on the job proudly
and, of course, with a little
humor. 
“Granted my biceps are
huge now, I’m not a man,” Nau
said. “I’m the witch in the
corner (of the kitchen) with
her copper kettle. If I tried to
roll the creams like Ann,
they’d turn out like blobs, not
nice little balls.” 
Because of the large debt
from the aggressive renova-
tion, Nau and her sister bring
home small paychecks, enough
to buy groceries and that’s it,
Nau said. With the shop open
seven days a week, Nau tries to
take one day off a week because
she has a family, but Beck
only takes two days off a
month, with the exception of
one three-week vacation
sometime during the year. 
“Owning your own business
is not as romantic as it
seems,” Beck said. “Make
sure you’re willing to put a lot
of time and money into it
before you begin.” 
Read more in The
Verge
u Read multiple stories about Flesor’s
Candy Kitchen in The Verge.
DAVID THILL/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Devon Nau, co-owner of Flesor’s Candy Kitchen in Tuscola, prepares a sundae at her
DAVID THILL/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Pictures of the original own-
ers, the current owners’ rel-
atives, line the 
register’s cage at Flesor’s
“There are so many wonderful mem-
ories here. People actually come in
here and start crying when they see the
soda fountain. My sister and I even
shed a few tears when we finished put-
Flesor sisters serve
up 
Career change comes for former teacher, her
 
The Daily Eastern News endorses
Carolyn Beck for the position of stu-
dent vice president for academic
affairs and Kenny Kozik for the posi-
tion of student vice president for
business affairs in the Spring 2006
Student Government elections.
Beck seems to have a solid grasp of
the scope of the position. The posi-
tion’s primary function is to go
between the faculty and the students.
There is much listening to and much
explaining to the Faculty Senate, and
Beck seems prepared for that.
She is also realistic about the
Electronic Writing Portfolio. Students
hate it and consider it a waste of time,
but at the same time faculty and
administration are not likely to bend
on it anytime soon. Beck proposes to
simply create a pamphlet that may clear up much
of the confusion around the EWP to be handed out
to new students.
Her opponent, David Keyes, has many of the
same ideas. Both Beck and Keyes argue for better
promotion of current academic services such as
the writing center.
The primary place he separates him-
self from Beck is in his proposal of a
mentoring program where volunteer
seniors are paired with freshmen of
the same major. This is an interesting
idea, but it seems a long way from
fruition.
For the position of vice president for
business affairs, Kozik’s experience is
the decisive factor. As co-chair of the
tuition and fee review committee,
Kozik has a thorough knowledge of
Eastern’s finances.
Both Kozik and his opponent, Levi
Bulgar, are strong proponents of
Recognized Student Organizations
receiving funding from the university.
Both argue that it can be done without
raising fees or cutting services, but
this is a dubious proposition.
Bulgar is calling for mass e-mails to students
to let them know when student fee money is being
ROCK WALL IS NOT A
WASTE OF STUDENT
MONEY 
An issue that has managed to stay
in the forefront of The Daily
Eastern News has been the argu-
ment/discussion over the Student
Recreation Center exploring the
possibility of building a climbing
rock wall. In a university with
more than 11,000 students, it is
unrealistic to believe that every
student will be fully educated and
briefed regarding how the wall
will be used.
The purpose of the rock wall
discussion should focus on the
beneficial aspect that it will bring
to Eastern. It will do this by
bringing a new recreational expe-
rience to the students, which
would not otherwise be afforded to
them.
In addition, this rock climbing
wall will help supplement the
already popular rock climbing
class, which is designed to provide
realistic and hands-on experience
with a rock wall; the class is
forced to travel to Bloomington to
complete their curriculum.   
The Rock Wall Task Force has
only met once and has no plans to
schedule a second meeting; we
question whether the committee
should have the confidence to
declare that students do not sup-
port bringing a rock wall to cam-
pus.
They have focused their energies
on the negative aspects without
giving due consideration to the
overwhelming positive attributes
that the wall will provide for the
campus community.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be
fewer than 250 words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, admin-
istration and staff should indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters
for length. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
DENeic@gmail.com
EDITORIAL
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY RICH LAKEBERG
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The candidates for
student vice president
for academic affairs
and student vice 
president for business
affairs who are up for
election.
Our stance
We chose Carolyn
Beck for student vice
president for 
academic affairs
because she has a
realistic grasp on
what is expected in
the position. We
chose Kenny Kozik
for student vice 
president for business
affairs because he has
studied up on
Kozik and Beck
There are things in life that people discov-
er that make them feel brand new. I recently
discovered one of those things while experi-
encing a personal tragedy. It  is the greatest
thing about living in an off-campus resi-
dence: Video On Demand.
It all started when I was craving a Slurpee
one night. I desperately needed a bonafide, 7-
Eleven Slurpee. No Icee, no slushie, none of
that business. Slurpee: plain and simple. So
after gathering a group of friends who would
be willing to drive an hour and a half to find
a 7-Eleven, I decided that would be pointless,
so I went to a BP gas station and got a moun-
tain dew/blue raspberry Slurpee imposter.
That was good enough for a Sunday night at 10
p.m.
So I get home
with my pseu-
do Slurpee,
hop on my bed
with my lap-
top; VH1 cele-
breality on the
television,
“Slurpee”
next to me.
Needless to
say, I was in heaven. I don’t know how it
happened, but the “Slurpee” decided to take a
fall off the bed for no reason. So I decided to
jump off to rescue it, in a desperate attempt
to salvage my sugary, icy lover.
One thing led to another, and a domino effect
ensued: Slurpee, me, laptop, random cup of
water. Slurpee landed on the floor, laptop
landed on me, water landed on laptop – all
over the fricking laptop.
The “Slurpee” survived, however, but my
computer was NOT turning on. I didn’t waste
any time in hopes that it was just another
malfunction (of which this laptop has expe-
rienced many).
So I get on the phone with the computer
company trying to resurrect Margot (that’s
what I named my laptop) and nothing is
working. I feel tears coming on, so I slurp
the “Slurpee” a few more times and the
company lets me know it is my motherboard,
which is never a good thing.
Long story short, I’m out of commission for
a week until a motherboard arrives. So I have
no working computer, therefore I find my
bedroom completely useless and I decide to
explore other areas of my house, starting
with the living room area. 
This is when the greatest discovery of all
time came about: V.O.D. Keep in mind, there
are three weeks of the semester to go, and I
have been paying for this service for seven
months and didn’t know it. It’s amazing, it
really is. I couldn’t leave, and I didn’t.
I planted myself on my couch and explored
the glorious world of V.O.D. Did you know you
can watch past episodes of “Sex and the
City”? You can even fast forward and pause if
you have to get up for a few minutes. Yes, you
probably did. Because every time I shared
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“So I decided to
jump off to rescue
it, in a 
desperate
attempt to sal-
M Y LIFE, 
MY MOTHERBOARD
COMMENTARY
CAMPUS EDITOR
Cantarelli, a junior journalism major, 
can be reached at jfcantarelli@gmail.com.
 
Today’s
Events 
9 a.m.
This session has no format. It is a fol-
low-up session for anyone who has
further questions about
Dreamweaver.
CATS Training Lab, 
McAfee 1214 
9 a.m. 
Discarded textbooks will be sold.
Textbook Rental Service
1 p.m.
Graduate Forum and Award
Presentation.
Buzzard Auditorium
DREAMWEAVER
SPRING 2006
COMMUNICATIO
N DISORDERS
AND SCIENCES 
BY TIFFANY KOCHANSKI
STAFF REPORTER
A candlelight vigil was held along
Lincoln Avenue on Wednesday for
Sexual Assault and Awareness Month. 
This was the first year for the event,
which was aimed at raising awareness.
“People in our community have no
idea how often sexual assaults happen
in Coles County,” said Karen Petersen,
medical and legal advocate for Sexual
Assault Counseling and Information
Service. 
She initially started out as a volun-
teer, but a position opened up on the
staff, and she has been with the group
since.
“The vigil is an event where people
in the community adopt a candle which
is then placed along Lincoln Avenue,”
said Bonnie Buckley, executive direc-
tor at SACIS. “The purpose is to bring
awareness to the community about
sexual violence and to show support
for survivors of sexual violence.” 
The event was coordinated by one of
the group’s staff members with assis-
tance from other members.
The group is a not-for-profit agency
that provides counseling and advocacy
services, free of charge, to victims of
sexual violence and to their significant
others.  
“SACIS also provides institutional
advocacy and professional training
programs for professionals whose
jobs bring them into contact with vic-
tims,” Buckley said. “SACIS provides
public education programs and infor-
mation and referrals to inform the
public about sexual violence.” 
The group has existed for 29 years.
The staff in Charleston consists of
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SHOWTIMES FOR APR 14 - APR 20
DATE MOVIE (PG13) DAILY 7:00
FRI SAT 9:10   SAT SUN MAT 2:15
SHE’S THE MAN(PG13)DAILY 6:45
FRI SAT 9:20   SAT SUN MAT 2:00
SHOWTIMES FOR APR 14 - APR 20
SCARY MOVIE 4 (PG13) ON TWO SCREENS
4:20 5:45 6:50 8:00 9:10 10:20
FRI-SUN MAT 1:30 2:30
THE WILD (G) 4:00 6:15 8:30 FRI-SUN MAT 1:15
BENCHWARMERS (PG13) 5:30 7:45 10:10
FRI-SUN MAT 2:45
TAKE THE LEAD (PG13) 3:50 6:40 9:20
FRI-SUN MAT 1:00
LUCKY NUMBER SLEVIN (R) 4:45 7:15 9:45
FRI-SUN MAT 2:00
ICE AGE 2:THE MELTDOWN (PG13) 4:10 6:30
8:45 FRI-SUN MAT 1:30 2:30
LARRY THE CABLE GUY (PG13) 5:20 7:30
10:00 FRI-SUN MAT 3:00
INSIDE MAN(R) 5:10 8:15 FRI-SUN MAT 2:20
FAILURE TO LAUNCH (PG13) 4:30 7:00 9:30
FRI-SUN MAT 2:10
JB Apartments
4 Bedroom/2 Bath Units
Still Available!!!
Call 345-6100
www.jbapartments.com
JB
apartments
JB
apartments
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity came out on
top, of Greek Week that is, earning the
most points by participating and doing
well during the week’s philanthropic,
competitive and just-for-fun activities.
Second place winners were Sigma
Kappa sorority and Sigma Nu fraternity.
Alpha Phi and Kappa Delta tied for third
place in the sorority category, as Sigma
Phi Epsilon took third place from among
the fraternities.
The top two organizations got to take
home large trophies, each in the shape of
Old Main, which have been passed down
over the years from winner to winner.
Overall winners were announced last
night at the Greek Week Awards Banquet
at 6 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. 
False alarms sound through
Buzzard
Students in Buzzard got an unexpected
break from their early afternoon classes
Thursday when fire alarms sounded at
least twice. 
No fires were reported. The first alarm
went off shortly after 11:30 a.m.
Students and professors re-entered the
building around 11:40 p.m. 
Ten minutes later the second drill
sounded. A third fire drill was reported,
but could not be confirmed.
University Police Officer Art Mitchell
said a faulty detector caused the alarms. 
JOHN BAILEY/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore elementary education major Sarah Greer receives a first-place
plaque for the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority during the Greek Week awards
banquet in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
on Thursday evening. 
Event was done for Sexual Assault and Awareness
CAMPUS BRIEFS
 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – Lawyers
for a former White House
aide say they need access to
more evidence in the CIA leak
investigation because a
prosecutor has played up the
roles of President Bush and
Vice President Dick Cheney
in disclosing intelligence on
Iraq to reporters.
In a court filing, lawyers
for Cheney’s ex-chief of staff
said Special Counsel Patrick
Fitzgerald is trying to “have
it both ways” by refusing to
turn over evidence while
focusing on activities that
are broader than the charges
in the case.
Fitzgerald revealed last
week that Bush cleared the
way for Cheney to authorize
his aide, I. Lewis Libby, to
counter administration crit-
ics on Iraq by leaking previ-
ously classified intelligence
Libby is not charged with
wrongdoing in passing intel-
ligence to reporters, as
Cheney told him to do. 
Instead, Libby is charged
with lying about what he
subsequently told reporters
about a CIA officer whose
husband is a leading critic of
the war and how he learned of
it thereof.
In a separate development,
the judge in Libby’s case
threatened on Thursday to
issue a gag order for both
sides because legal docu-
ments have been released to
reporters before being
placed on the court docket.
In a brief order, U.S.
District Judge Reggie B.
Walton said such legal
document leaks to the pub-
lic  by the lawyers could
impair the court’s “abili-
ty to ensure that both sides
Matt Noonan, a senior cor-
porate communications major
who spent four weeks working
for Ruffalo Cody
Telefundraising, said his time
working there was beneficial.
“My boss totally understood
when I had to go home for
Spring Break and needed some
time off,” Noonan said.
Noonan said one of the set-
backs about working off cam-
pus is that not all employers
find it easy to comply with
activities and schoolwork
their employee might be
involved in on campus.
Kenny Styler, who has been
working at Jerry’s Pub since
last year, loves working as a
bartender. Styler said he
thought it was a better choice
for him to work off campus
rather than on campus.  
“It’s nice to work at night so
I can get my work done during
the day, but sometimes when I
have a test it’s a pain,” Styler
said. “If I need help with some
hours or need to go home, my
boss usually helps me out the
best he can.”  
Styler said he enjoys having
his work schedule be consis-
tent every week since bars
close at 1 a.m.
To apply for employment
opportunities on campus,
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University Union Bowling Lanes
Friday & Saturday Night
9:30pm - 12:30am
Phone: 581-7457
Friday & Saturday
AtThe
$350
Zoos
$250
“O” Bombs
JAY GRABIEC/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Leslie Coberly, a sophomore pyhsical education major,
works the grill at Joey's.  Coberly has worked at Joey's
Leak case
lawyers want
more access to
Still working
during finals
WORK:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A
everything nowadays is going
up, so you almost have to
expect it.” 
Campus Pointe renters do
not pay for their water bills
directly, but management
agrees with Cox. 
“Everything’s going up and
it’s understandable,” said
Kristie Winnett, assistant
manager of Campus Pointe.
WATER:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A
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CHARLESTON'S ONLY 
niversity 
illage A L STUDENT 
PAC£ 7A 
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION! 
NO Apartments -
Sign before April 14th & enter to win 3 Bedroom Duplexes 
• 52" Big Screen TV 
(to use for 12 mos) 
only 5 TVs available 
• 60 GB iPod w/ $50 
iTunes Gift Card 
. 
• $500 coupon to be 
applied to your rent 
• $100 gift certificate 
to Marty's or Jerry's 
• 1 of 4 $50 Wai-Mart 
Gift Cards 
visit www.universityvillagehousing.com 
4 Bedroom Houses 
Call 345-1400 Today! 
Looking to Hire:  Friendly, ener-
getic people to work in fast
pace environment.
Summer/Fall availability a must.
Apply in person @ Jitters n Bliss
424 Lincoln Ave.
______________________4/14
Summer Delivery Drivers:
Flexible Scheduling, Staying In
Great Physical Shape, Great
Summer Income, Overtime
Possible, Incentitive Bonuses.
Must have or be able to attain
CDL.  Good Driving Record a
Must.  Positions also available
in packaging area, full or part-
time.  Stoutin Ice, Casey.  Office
(217) 932-4614 or Fax (217)
932-5461.
______________________4/14
Summer Nanny position mini-
mum 40 hrs per week, gas
allowance, pool membership,
extra allowances also, 9 yr old
boy, 5 yr old girl.  Mail Resumes
to Audra Berg 3 Medinah Court
Mattoon IL 61938
______________________4/14
Sylvan Learning Center is seek-
ing a Math Major to instruct
students 20-30 hrs per week.
Hiring immediately.  Please call
217-235-0008
______________________4/14
Are you looking for a part-time
evening position in a fun, pro-
fessional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is seek-
ing professional telephone
fundraisers. Flexible schedul-
ing, weekly paychecks, holiday
bonus potential for extra $$, no
"cold calling" required. Stop by
Westaff at 651 Castle Dr. or call
345-1303 for more informa-
tion.
______________________4/14
Brians Place needs:  go-go
dancer's.  Just dancing and fun.
$8/hr. Also Hiring
Bartender/Waitress call for
details 234-4151 2100
Broadway, Mattoon.
______________________4/17
Babysitter needed for 2 chil-
dren in my home.  Flexible
hours, Good Pay! 549-7169.
Ask for Tiffany. 
______________________4/26
!BARTENDING! Up to $250 a
day.  No experience Necessary.
Training Provided.  1-800-965-
6520 ext. 239.
______________________5/1
Circulation Driver for Daily
Eastern News. 2 Positions.
Tuesdays and Fridays available.
Hours: 5:30 a.m. to 8 a.m.
Apply in Person at 1802
Buzzard.
______________________00
Cellular One-Sales Position-
Cellular One seeking Sales
Representatives for our
Wireless Internet division.
Hours are very  flexible.
Excellent compensation oppor-
tunity.  Send resume to:
Human Resource Department,
Cellular One,  28 Town Centre,
Danville, IL 61832.
______________________00
Cellular One-Installer- Cellular
One is seeking Installers for our
Wireless Internet division.
Hours are very flexible.
Excellent compensation oppor-
tunity.  Send resume to:  Human
Resource Department, Cellular
One,  28  Centre, Danville, IL
61832.
________________________00
The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at the
Rockome office or on-line at
www.rockome.com.  Return
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14.  Call
(217) 268-4106.
________________________00
Want to Make Some Extra Cash
for Summer Activities? Sell
Dishnetwork. Ask us How-217-
258-8153.
______________________4/21
ATTENTION ALL GRADUAT-
ING SENIORS!  If you are inter-
ested in a yearbook of your sen-
ior year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office,  Room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more informa-
tion.
________________________00
1995 Jeep Wrangler 91K.
$6,200.00 348-0945.
________________________00
LOFT FOR SALE! Bunk-Bed style
loft w/  removable shelves and
mattress included.  In great con-
dition.  Call 581-5248
______________________4/14
2 Roommates Needed:  4 Bdrm
home- 1919 9th St.  Includes:
Washer/Dryer and Dishwasher.
$220/mo each plus utilities.
(217)343-8468.
______________________4/21
1 Roommate needed for sum-
mer, Campus Pointe, Furnished,
W/D, Private Bathroom, Utilities
included.  Call Nicole 630-631-
6527
______________________4/21
Sublessor needed May through
July.  Campus Pointe.  Furnished,
all utilities included.  309-212-
0403
______________________4/17
Three bedroom house. Close to
campus. 2 baths, air/ condition-
ing and washer/dryer. Available
Fall 2006. Call 232-8936
______________________4/14
Awesome 3 bdrm apt. newly
remodeled at 1409 9th Street
Second floor.  $265 per person
plus utilities.  10 month lease no
pets.  Must see.  Call Adam at
(515)321-8722 for showing.
______________________4/14 
Professors, Staff, or Students:  3
BR, 2 BA Executive Duplex in
Deer Run, 2-car garage, fire-
place, vaulted and cathedral
ceilings, nice backyard.
$1,000/month.  Available now.
345-5022.
______________________4/14
4 BEDROOM HOUSE, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, DSL, CENTRAL
AIR, WASHER/ DRYER; DISH-
WASHER. 346-3583.
______________________4/14
5 BEDROOM HOUSE; 2 FULL
BATHS; WASHER/ DYER; NEW
KITCHEN WITH MICROWAVE
& DISHWASHER; CENTRAL
AIR, DSL, GREAT LOCATION.
346-3583.
______________________4/14
BIG 6 BEDROOM HOUSE.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2
KITCHENS, 2 FULL BATHS,
DSL, CENTRAL AIR, DISH-
WASHER, TRASH INCLUDED.
346-3583.
______________________4/14
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS;
NEW CARPET; CENTRAL AIR;
WASHER/ DRYER; DSL; TRASH
INCLUDED. 346-3583
______________________4/14
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT; 2
FULL BATHS, ROOMY, CEN-
TRAL AIR, DSL, WASHER/
DRYER, BREAKFAST BAR,
TRASH INCLUDED. 346-3583
______________________4/14
Leasing for Fall 06- Nice 5 Bdrm
House. W of Square. AC, W/D.
Phone 345-9665.
______________________4/18
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOME
WITH A SUNROOM. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. W/D, CENTRAL AIR,
BACK PORCH, NICE YARD.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 217-493-7559 OR
GO TO www.myeiuhome.com
______________________4/18
2 nice & new 4 bedroom houses:
2 baths, w/d, trash included,
central air. 1 block from campus
$1200/month.  call 246-5588
______________________4/20
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM
Great Student Living, 4 Bedroom
2 Bath Luxury Units. Close to
Campus. Washer and Dryer.
FREE Cable TV with HBO, FREE
DSL., FREE Phone. 345-6100
______________________4/20
Renting now 2BR Duplex $275
each.  Wtr and Trash incl.  Has
W/D.  Call 348-7733
______________________4/20
HOUSE FOR RENT AT 501 TAY-
LOR. GREAT LOCATION-3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. 3
BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 STU-
DENTS. A/C , CARPETED,
EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
______________________4/28
Duplex For Rent: 1718 12th
Street. 3 bedroom. 10 month
lease. W/D. 348-7872.
______________________4/21
5/7 bdrm, 2 bath house. W/D.
No Pets. 9th Street, campus side
of Lincoln. 345-5037
______________________4/21
2 bdrm, 1 bath. 1613 11th
Street. W/D. No Pets. $500/
month. 345-5037
______________________4/21 
For Rent: 2 BR 1 Bath House w/
Full Basement and W/D. 1708
11th Street, 2 blocks from
Buzzard 618-204-9292
______________________4/21
APRIL SPECIAL: $300 PER
MONTH PER PERSON. 4-5
BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS. C/A,
W/D, DISHWASHER. SPA-
CIOUS LIVING ROOM. LARGE
KITCHEN. WOOD FLOORS.
PETS WELCOME. FURNISHED.
INTERNET AND TRASH
INCLUDED. 549-0212 OR
www.eiprops.com
______________________4/21 
ONE PERSON APTS.  Preserve
your privacy.  Variety from $250-
420/month.  345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
______________________4/28
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
for 3-5.  $225-360.  Internet
wiring.  345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
______________________4/28
Loft style 3 BR near JAC.  Quiet.
$300 each incl. gas & wtr..  345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
______________________4/28
Grad students & upperclassmen.
1 person apts. to study in.  Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor, 345-
4489.
______________________4/28
NEAT 3 BR house for 3.
Washer/dryer, a/c.  $750 month.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
______________________4/28
2 BR apts for 2 persons. Cable &
internet included. Great loca-
tions. $250-300/ person. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
______________________4/28
3 BR apts.  Very Spacious, sec-
onds from campus, fully fur-
nished and very nice and clean.
Must see to believe.  Unique
Properties 345-5022.
______________________4/28
Pay less and live closer to cam-
pus!  Don't pay more and live
farther away!  Fully furnished,
spacious, 3 BR apts.  Get more
for your money with Unique
Properties.  345-5022.
______________________4/28
2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments.
Great Location. $250-280 per
student. Central Air, Furnished.
217-235-6598.
______________________4/28
3 Bedroom, 10 month lease,
$250 each, 3 blocks from cam-
pus, 1521 11th St.  Call 217-
549-7242
________________________00
ONE BEDROOM APT. LOCAT-
ED AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
$300.00 MONTH. CALL 345-
7522  AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-
9462.
______________________4/28
On Campus Edge, 1601 9th Street.
2 Bedroom Apt.  11-Month Lease.
$275 each.  345-3119.
________________________4/28
CHEAP, CHEAP RENT! IF YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR A NICE APT.
WITH CHEAP RENT. PERFECT
FOR 4 STUDENTS. CALL 345-
7522  AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-
9462.
________________________4/28
Close to Campus. Large 2
Bedroom Apartments. Recently
remodeled. Off-street parking.
Water, DSL, Trash. $500 per
month. 10 month lease available.
217-235-6598.
________________________5/30
2 and 3 PERSON LUXURY
APARTMENTS BEHIND
MCHUGHS.  ALL REMAINING
UNITS ARE FURNISHED AND
HAVE 2 BATHROOMS, D/W,
DISPOSAL, C/A, AND ON SITE
LAUNDRY.  3 PERSON UNITS
ALSO HAVE BALCONIES.  FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
217-493-7559 OR
www.myeiuhome.com
________________________00
Female to share 2 BR apartment.
Starting Fall 2006. 260 per mon
plus trash and water included. A
great place to live at 1111 2nd St.
348-5427.
________________________00
Male to share 2 BR apartment
starting Fall 2006. $260 per
month. Trash and water included.
A great place to live at 1111 2nd
St. 348- 5427.
________________________00
9TH STREET APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FALL/SPRING
06-07.  3 & 4 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS.  OFF STREET PARKING
AND TRASH PAID. 10 MONTH
LEASE.  SECURITY DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. NO PETS.  348-
8305.
________________________00
4 Bedroom. Close to Campus.
W/D, Trash, Furnished. Phone
345-7244.
________________________00
VILLAGE RENTALS: 2006-2007
2 BR apartments furnished with
laundry facility, 10 1/2 month
lease, trash & water included,
near campus. Call 345-2516
EHO
________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
HAS STUDIO 1, 2, & 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND BUZ-
ZARD. CALL 345-6000 TO
SCHEDULE APPOINTMENT.
________________________00
Royal Heights Apts.  3 BR, 1 1/2
bath , furnished.  1509 2nd
(behind Subway) Spring, Fall
2006.  Call Becky @ 345-0936.
________________________00
Apartments and houses for rent.
1520-1528 4th Street across
from Pemberton Hall.  345-
3059/345-2909
________________________00
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RATES:
normal rate: 50 cents/word for the first day the
ad runs. 20 cents/word for each
consecutive day thereafter. 15 word minimum.
student rate: students must pre-pay. 30
cents/word for the first day. 10 cents/word
THE END GAME - GOING FAST! Get ‘em while they last!
Brittany Ridge Townhouses, only a few left!
1&2 BR for 1 or 2 including cable/internet, going, going, going...
3BR houses & apartments, just a couple left!
Call for appointment
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472
Think there are
no “nice” 
apartments still 
available?
Luxury 3 bed-
room Apartments
next to Arby’s-just
built in 2005.
Stainless steel
appliances,
Washer and
Dryer in unit,
3 parking spots
$ 325/ person
includes water
and trash
Call Brian 778-3321
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STATE
BRIEFS
New Four Bedroom
Apartments. Extremely Close
to Campus. Across from
Lantz. Fully Furnished. Call
Today for Lowered Rates.
Grantview Apartments. 345-
3353.
______________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has
2&3 BR Apts. available for
second semester.  Call 345-
6000.
______________________00
www.charlestoni lapts .com-
LOOK FOR US FOR 06-07
RENTALS. From $230 to
$475 mo per person.  Ph.
348-7746.
______________________00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006.  Close
to campus.  4 locations to
choose from.  Call 345-6533.
______________________00
www. jwi l l i amsren ta l s .com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT.  Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apart-
ments, off street parking,
trash paid.  No pets.  345-
7286.
______________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APART-
MENTS: 1,2,&3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 06-07.  PLENTY OF
OFF STREET PARKING,
WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED.  CALL 345-1266
______________________00
6 Bedroom, 3 Bath House.
New Construction right next
to Campus. W/D, dishwasher,
etc. 345-9595 or 232-9595.
www.gbadgerrentals.com
______________________00
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 2
BEDROOM.  TRASH AND
WATER INCLUDED.  ALL FOR
$260 PER MONTH. NEXT TO
CITY PARK.  1111 2ND
STREET. CALL 348-5427.
______________________00
Park Place Apartments: Now
showing 1,2,3,Bedroom Units
for Fall 2006.  Newly
Remodeled units available!
Trash paid, fully furnished,
free parking. Call Jennifer
@348-1479.
______________________00
Fall 2006 Apartments 1,2,3,
bedroom.  Great location.
Great condition. Some with
laundry, some with wireless
internet. Off street parking,
No pets.  345-7286
______________________00
1,2& 3 Bedroom Apartments
for Rent. Immediate openings
for Spring & Fall  of 2006.
549-5593 or 549-1060.
______________________00
GREAT LOCATION.
NINTH/LINCOLN. ONE BED-
ROOM APARTMENT, TRASH
AND WATER PAID, 10/12
MONTH LEASE.  348-0209.
______________________00
6 bedroom house close to
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 liv-
ing rooms, Large Kitchen.
Stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer.  Available for the
06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com
or 217-345-5088
______________________00
5 bedroom house on 6th
Street, 2 bath, Large bed-
rooms completely remodeled
new carpet, stove, refrigera-
tor.  Enclosed back porch and
dining room.  Available for
the 06-07 school year for
more info
www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088
______________________00
Nice 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments. Furnished, NO
PETS! Utilities Included.
2121 18th Street. Call 549-
2615.
______________________00
Available May 1 and 2
Bedroom Large Apartments.
$360-400/mo per apt.  Ideal
for couple.  Cat ok.  Water
and Trash paid.  743 6th St
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127
eve.
______________________00
Nice and Clean 5 Bdrm.
House. Campus side. 2
Blocks from Campus. W/D,
air, patio. 345-6967
______________________00
Single Apt. For Rent. $349.
Charleston Square. Gas,
Water, Heat incl. 10 or 12
month lease. Pets ok. 345-
2171 Dave 9 am-11 am.
______________________00
3 Bedroom. Nice House. 4
Blocks from Campus, W/D,
Central Air, Dishwasher, Bar,
Parking. 217-202-4456
______________________00
Nice efficiency apt. August,
excellent location. Will partly
furnish, utilities, trash paid,
lawn service. 345-3253
______________________00
ROOMS FOR MEN in my
house. 1 block from OM.
Summer, $145. Fall/Spring,
$175. Most utilities included.
Kitchen privileges. Leave
message for Diane, 345-
7266.
00\par For those who want
the best.  Brand New three
bedroom home available for
fall.  Washer Dryer,
Dishwasher, 3 car garage.
Also 2 bedroom home, W/D
included, available May 1.
No Pets.  345-9267
______________________00
Seitsinger Rentals: 1611 9th
Street. 1074 10th Street. 2
apartments available for
Summer Only. Call 345-7136.
______________________00
ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN,
NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
FOR 2-5 STUDENTS, AC,
FULLY EQUIPED KITCHEN,
10 1/2 MONTH LEASE.  348-
8406
______________________00
2 bedroom 2 bath apt.,
Washer and Dryer, Central
Air, New Carpet and Free
Parking.  1026 Edgar Drive.
Close to Campus.  $295/per-
son.  Call 348-5032
______________________00
4 Bedroom home, Close to
Campus, with W/D and A/C.
Girls please.  Call 549-2060.
No Pets.
ACROSS
1 Rejected
10 Food whose
name means,
literally, “ring”
15 Personal
16 Title place in a
Francesco Rosi
film
17 Whistle blower?
18 Reach
19 Hit daytime
show
20 Eustachian tube
site
21 Mixer with O.J.,
popularly
22 In public
23 Ancient writers
of hieroglyphics
25 Plunder, slangily
26 Chicken soup
ingredient
28 Org. with a
House of
Delegates
29 Rankles
33 Sunken
35 Profits
36 Peppermint ___
37 Means of intro-
duction
39 Bad thing to be
at
40 Calculator: Abbr.
41 Almost spills
43 Knights of ___
45 Chasing
46 Buster?
50 “I Remember
Mama” aunt
52 Swedish coins
53 It goes over the
wall
54 Abominable
55 Not car-share
57 Space Invaders
maker, once
58 “The devil’s
tools”
59 Joint part
60 Classic subject
for rock ’n’ roll
lyrics
DOWN
1 “Gremlins” 
co-star, 1984
2 Fred’s dancing
sister
3 Shelf material
4 Game piece
5 Word said just
before opening
the eyes
6 “Make yourself
comfortable”
7 Broken up
8 Travelers’
headaches
9 ___ City of book
and film
10 Mendicates
11 Encourages
when one
shouldn’t
12 Rot
13 1942 Allied vic-
tory site
14 Didn’t settle
23 Sicilian dessert
wine
24 More oozing
26 Attacks from a
snow fort, say
27 “Sailing to
Byzantium” poet
29 “Oho!”
30 Disappear
31 Good one
32 A winner may
break it
34 Sports stat.
38 “I won’t stand in
your way”
39 Inveigle
42 Usually you try
to hit yours
44 Julio’s 
opposite
46 Family name in
“A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn”
47 ___ friends
48 Divides
49 Trough’s oppo-
site
51 Score just
before winning,
maybe
53 Ditch with a
retaining wall
used to divide
land
56 ___ tho
Puzzle by Tyler Hinman
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
P L I E S I E G E J E S S
J I N X A R N E L U G H S
S T E P L A D Y S N I G H T
L O U I S A A C
L I V E R T O N E S E R F S
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B A L I I F S D E D U C E
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N I N E R S A A S S I S S
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H A R L E Y R I D E I B E G
I D O L T A M I L N A V Y
M O N O H T E S T G R A M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24 25
26 27 28
29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52 53
54 55 56
57 58
59 60
Note: G.K. added to LADY’S KNIGHT = GLADYS
KNIGHT; O.S. added to LIVER TONE = OLIVER
STONE; etc.
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0303
Democrats say
no major prob-
lems holding up
budget
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SPRINGFIELD – Democrats
trying to craft a new state budget
say an agreement is being held up
by a series of little hurdles
rather than one big stumbling
block.
Negotiators say many of Gov.
Rod Blagojevich’s proposals to
end tax breaks are out because
they lack enough support to pass.
House Democrats have suggested
taking more money out of spe-
cial-purpose funds than
Blagojevich has proposed.
Lawmakers also might turn
down the governor’s plan to spend
$100 million on stem cell
research over five years because
of ideological differences. 
And they’re looking at modify-
ing Blagojevich’s ideas for a
tuition tax credit and expanded
preschool.
But insiders say the frame-
work of a $55 billion spending
plan for next year is largely in
place.
“I think there is still some
uncertainty on the periphery,
but at the core I think we’re on
the same page, which is nice,”
said Rep. John Fritchey (D-
Chicago).
After blowing past their sched-
uled April 7 finale, lawmakers
went home this week without a
budget. 
Despite delay, Democrats say
no major problems are holding
up the completion of the budget.
Official in corruption
probe gets 2 months
in prison
CHICAGO – A city worker who
admitted taking payoffs but wore
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Tennessee State is in ninth place in the OVC
and is also coming off of a split of a double-
header this weekend.
The Tigers split with Lipscomb University
winning the first game 6-3 and losing the
second game 2-0.
Eastern’s split with Bradley marked the
first loss at home for the team. The game was
scoreless until the seventh inning when Molly
Bergeson gave the Braves a 1-0 lead.
The Panthers committed two errors and
the game ended 3-0. The Panthers redeemed
themselves in the second game.
Senior Ashley Condon threw 5 1/3 innings
giving up only one run when she was
replaced by freshman Kathleen Jacoby who
finished off the 3-1 victory.
Schuette said major focus for her players
this weekend will be baserunning and put-
ting the ball in play to take some pressure
off of the defense.
“They have a few good hitters that we need
to keep off of the bases,” she said.
Leena Worrell has collected 31 RBI in 38
games this season. Close behind her is team-
mate Nira Robbins who has 19 RBI and 21
runs under her belt this season.
Despite losing a game, Eastern has its sights
set on climbing the OVC ladder, said senior
Nicole Eichelberger.
“A lot of the good teams (high-ranked OVC
BY PATRICK VITT
STAFF REPORTER
With a win Saturday, Eastern men’s
tennis team would even up its record at
10-10, with the season after a 3-14,
10th place finish in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The men’s team (9-10) is made up
entirely of underclassmen, which
includes junior Charles Levaque who
leads the men with an overall singles
record of 12-6 and views the team’s
youth as a major asset.
“On Tuesday, the reason we won our
doubles match was because of our two and
three,” he said. “Brandon (Lenfert) and
I lost our No. 1, but they have been play-
ing well the last couple weeks and pick-
ing up wins the last couple weeks.”
In their last five matches No. 2 dou-
bles Chris Thomas and Sean Bush and
No. 3 Vuk Milicevic and Jordan
Nestrud have combined for an 8-2
record.
The women’s team (5-14) has expe-
rienced a season to forget about. Starting
the season with a four-match losing
streak and then losing five straight after
getting their first two wins of the season.
However, head coach John Blackburn
still sees a potential for a good ending to
the season.
“Our senior, Jill Wirtz, one of our
captains and a girl the team really
BY DERRICK JOHNSON II
STAFF REPORTER
The Panthers will travel to
Indiana State this weekend to
take part in the Pace Setter
Invitational at Indiana State
University.
The meet starts tonight at
Marks Field and will move to
Rose-Hulman Institute’s
William Welch Track and
Field complex.
Fatigue could be a problem
this weekend especially for the
Panthers who have to partici-
pate in multiple events.
Junior Brenton Emanuel is
one of those, and will run in
the 100- and 200-meter
dashes as well as two relays.
He is focused on the 100-
meter and avoiding any early
mistakes that could lead to a
quick loss.
“In the 100 if you have one
bad block-start its over
pretty much,” Emanuel said.
“If you don’t have a good start
then you can’t get out. As far
as the group aspect of it is
concerned it’s pretty much
over. You can’t really catch
up in this race.”
Sophomore Chris Wesson
will run in two distance
events this weekend, the
800-meter run and the
1500-meter run.
Resting in between events
and getting reenergized is the
one of the hardest parts about
running multiple events,
Wesson said.
“Not running the 1500 that
often and then turning around
and trying to run an 800 is
kind of difficult,” Wesson
said. “It’s kind of hard to try
to get your energy back.”
There will be nine teams at
the meet and Division I teams
will be scored separately
from non-Division I teams.
Many athletes plan ahead
how they intend to recoup in
TRACK AND
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore Chris Wesson takes off after
being handed the baton by sophomore
RETURN:
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OPEN FRI & SAT
Italian Beef w/Fries $4.49
$5 Pitchers (Lite, Coors Light, Old Style)
All Weekend • Sat Open @ 8pm
Open @
11 AM
∆Τ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΠΚΑ ΑΣΑ ΦΚΘ ΑΣΤ ∆ΣΦ ΣΚ ΣΣΣ ΣΠ ∆∆∆ ΣΧ Κ∆ ΣΦΕ ΑΦ ΣΝ ∆Ζ ∆Χ
∆Τ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΠΚΑ ΑΣΑ ΦΚΘ ΑΣΤ ∆ΣΦ ΣΚ ΣΣΣ ΣΠ ∆∆∆ ΣΧ Κ∆ ΣΦΕ ΑΦ ΣΝ ∆Ζ ∆Χ∆∆ΤΤ
∆∆ 
ΑΑΓΓ
∆∆ 
ΠΠ
ΚΚΑΑ
 
ΑΑΣΣ
ΑΑ 
ΦΦ
ΚΚΘΘ
∆∆ΣΣΦΦ
 ΣΣΚΚ
 ΣΣΣΣΣΣ
 ΣΣΠΠ
 ∆∆∆∆∆∆
 ΣΣΧΧ
The Panhellenic Council & Interfraternity Council would like to invite you to our Spring
Informational.
What: Recruitment 2006!
When: April 19th 6:30pm - 7:30pm
Where: PHC (women) Carman &
Lawson
IFC (men) Carman & Thomas
30 Part-Time Positions
Available Now!
NEED SUMMER CASH?
•  25 hours per week
•  Shift: 4pm - 9pm
•  Earn over $10/hour
in wages & bonuses
Enjoy flexible scheduling and
a professional environment. Gain
valuable communication & sales
skills while you get paid!
700 W Lincoln Ave.
Charleston
217-639-1135
CHINA
WE DELIV-
ER!
Best Chicago-style
Chinese food in
town
Sun - Thur: 11am -
9 p m
Schmitz said that Vaculik
had some injury problems in
the summer of 2003, but
that didn’t stop Eastern from
keeping tabs on him. After
recovering from his summer
injury, he worked out in a
fall league and was immedi-
ately signed by the Panthers.
“It’s a nice connection that
we have,” Schmitz said of
Eastern’s relationship with
Providence. “We’ll continue
to hit that area.”
The players say that the
Eastern coaches were a big
factor in influencing them to
play for the Panthers. But the
biggest recruiters were the
players themselves.
“When we were in high
school, Mark wanted to come
to Eastern all along,” Budde
said. “Then we tried to get Vac
and Firlit to come down. We
did a little bit of recruiting
ourselves.”
Schmitz claims that he
doesn’t have any strong con-
nection to Rodeghero or
Providence’s baseball pro-
gram, but the area in itself.
“That’s a great area for
baseball,” Schmitz said.
“Over the years, the SICA
area has produced some great
baseball talent. It may look
like we have a pipeline to the
area, but it’s more coinci-
dence and good fortune.”
Junior infielder Ryan
Campbell also lived in the
same neighborhood as Vaculik
and Chagnon, but attended
Orland Park Sandburg High
School instead of joining his
friends at Providence.
The four players said they
tried to get Campbell to join
them at Providence. They
joke that Campbell made the
right choice as he won a state
title at Sandburg.
“He lets us know about it
every once in a while,”
Vaculik said.
There’s also the case of
University of Illinois junior
pitcher Brian Long. Long,
who graduated from
Providence with Chagnon and
Vaculik, transferred from
Eastern to Illinois at the end
of his sophomore year.
Campbell’s high school
choice is not the only thing
the four argue about. While
Vaculik and Budde tie their
Major League Baseball alle-
giance to the Cubs, Chagnon
and Firlit are die-hard White
Sox fans. 
“(Mike and I) are getting a
lot of hell right now,”
Vaculik said. “That’s all we
hear is world champions. It’s
kind of brutal.”
Even though the four of
them may have disputes on
which teams they root for,
they all agree that the tran-
sition from high school to
college has been much
smoother than what they
originally anticipated.
“I didn’t even know if I was
going to transfer to Eastern,”
Firlit said. “When I was at
Jacksonville 
State
(16-17, 5-4)
Last game
5-4 win
UAB
Standing
3rd place - 3 back
(OVC)
Eastern
Illinois
(16-13, 5-4)
Last game
6-1 win
Indiana State
Standing
3rd place - 3 back
(OVC)
@
OUTSIDE:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A
Four Eastern
players hail
from same
high school
10.) Eastern defensive
coordinator Roc Bellantoni
said defensive end Kory Lothe
and center Pascal Matla have
gotten serious looks from
NFL scouts. While it’s
unlikely either will get
drafted, both could sign free-
agent contracts. Here’s to
hoping a couple of Panthers
make it to the next level.
You’ve been great; enjoy
Sixpence None the Richer. (I
guess you can add ex-Sports
Illustrated columnist Bill
Scheft to the list of people
ripped off here. Thanks guys
for getting me through this.)
WOIKE:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A
The ramblings
of a cynical
sports writer
Senior golfer Dustin Sloat
was named the Ohio Valley
Conference’s Golfer of the
Week after winning the
Bullock Collegiate Classic in
Dayton, Ohio.
Sloat led the tournament
after all three days over the
weekend and helped the
Panthers come in fifth place
in the 12-team tournament.
The Ohio Valley Conference
tournament is next for the
golf team. The tournament
will be held from April 22 to
April 25 in Paducah, Ky.
Football scrim-
mage set for
Saturday
The Panthers’ football team
will have its second scrim-
mage of the spring Saturday at
O’Brien Stadium at 10 a.m.
The team has been dealing
with injuries all spring as
well as a quarterback com-
petition that is five deep.
Mike Donato continues to
Tourney win gives
Sloat OVC Golfer of
PANTHER
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Writing a few sports
columns a week can be a little
harder than you might think.
Coming up with topics that
keep you, the reader, enter-
tained can be quite the chal-
lenge. I have to find topics
where I’m either a) knowl-
edgeable enough to present a
compelling argument or
opinion or b) passionate and
opinionated enough to fake the
necessary amount of knowl-
edge to write something
worth reading.
This is one of those days
where neither a nor b are
possible.
Luckily for me, columnists
with much more high-paying
jobs have a way out of this.
Call it a gimmick; call it
filler — it doesn’t matter. I
call it a lifesaver.
The Chicago Tribune’s Mike
Downey has his “Downey
10” column every week.
ESPN.com’s Sports Guy, Bill
Simmons has his
“Ramblings” columns.
Now, I realize I’m not in
that league, and in this case,
that’s a good thing because I
don’t feel bad about stealing
from them.
With that in mind, I give
you the inaugural edition of
“Woike’s 10 Ramblings.”
1.) Jim Thome looks pret-
ty good through nine games.
His big bat in the middle of
the lineup gives the White
Sox a “scare-factor” they
haven’t had since Ron
Karkovice brought his ugly
mug into the batter’s box. Oh,
and for the record, Thome is
on pace for 198 hits, 216
runs, 108 home runs and
180 RBI — a pretty good
year, but not Chris Shelton
good.
2.) Because I don’t want to
be accused of a South Side
bias, here’s a Cubs nugget for
you. New center fielder Juan
Pierre has always been a
favorite of mine — mainly
because his hat tilts more to
the left than The New York
Times. Now he’s upset me,
though. Underneath his jer-
sey, Pierre wears a plainly
visible blue camouflage T-
shirt making it look like he’s
kept his jammies on from the
night before.
3.) Notice how I haven’t
written anything about the
Duke Lacrosse scandal? It’s
intentional. I wouldn’t touch
this story with Jason
Whitlock’s pen.
4.) Wait a minute. Jon
Garland isn’t worth $29
million over the next four
years. Where’s Ashton?
5.) God bless Comcast
SportsNet. Watching this
network gives me so much
joy. Their studio shows look
like they’re being produced
from a basement in
Bridgeport, and the original
programming is just fantas-
tic. The Heartland Poker Tour
is my new favorite TV show.
Watching people play bad
poker in rooms with bad
lighting for bad cash prizes
with bad commentators mak-
ing bad jokes is nothing but
good.
6.) Speaking of so-bad-
it’s-good, keep your eye on
Paula (the really skinny one)
and her ex-boyfriend Keith
(the really crazy one) on the
Real World: Key West. I know
this isn’t really sports-
related, but it made me giggle.
The easy way out of writer’s
DAN WOIKE
SPORTS REPORTER
FROM
LEFT FIELD
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
TODAY BASEBALL VS. JACKSONVILLE STATE (2) 1 p.m.
SOFTBALL AT TENNESSEE STATE (2) Noon
WOMEN’S TENNIS AT SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 3 p.m.
SATURDAY TRACK AND FIELD AT WESTERN ILLINOIS/ PACE SETTER All Day
BASEBALL VS. JACKSONVILLE STATE 2 p.m.
MIKE BUDDE
JUNIOR PITCHER
MARK CHAGNON
JUNIOR OUTFIELDER
KENNY FIRLIT
SENIOR PITCHER
CHRIS VACULIK
JUNIOR PITCHER
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior pitcher Kenny Firlit allowed zero hits and one unearned run
and struck out two batters in two innings of work in the Panthers’ 6-
1 win over Indiana State at Coaches Stadium on Wednesday. Firlit
pitched 21 innings of relief this season with a 5.14 ERA and 13
OUTSIDE
Their manager isn’t Jim
Schmitz, but Joe Rodeghero.
The school isn’t Eastern
Illinois. It’s New Lenox
Providence High School and 168
miles away. And it’s four years
ago.
But none of the four said they
planned on coming to Eastern,
conceding that it was more of a
coincidence than anything else.
“It’s hard to imagine four
players from the same high
school playing together,” sen-
ior pitcher Kenny Firlit said.
“I guess you could call it fate.”
With Vaculik, Chagnon and
Firlit growing up in Orland
Park, they became friends and
teammates long before they
attended Providence.
“Me and Kenny played ball
since we were seven,” Vaculik
said. “Chagnon lives 10 seconds
away from my house. I guess it
was meant to be.”
Each has a different story on
how they got to Charleston.
Budde, who grew up in Homer
Glen, got the Panthers’ atten-
tion in 2003 when he was
playing in a late-season tour-
nament.
Chagnon attended a summer
BASEBA
Chris Vaculik, Mark Chagnon, Kenny Firlit and
Mike Budde take the field to kick off another day
of baseball.
However, they’re not getting ready to play
an Ohio Valley Conference team, but a team
from the South Inter-Conference Association,
BY MARC CORRENTI
STAFF REPORTER
SEE OUTSIDE PAGE 11A
Panthers return
SOFTBA
BY KATIE ANDERSON
STAFF REPORTER
Eastern will face Tennessee
State this weekend, a team in
the lower half of the Ohio
Valley Conference standings.
That is not a comfort for the
Panthers, however, who are
coming off of a midweek split.
“They have nine new play-
ers,” said head coach Kim
Schuette. “They are a differ-
ent team from what they have
been in the past and they have
played a lot of close games
against tough teams this sea-
son. Their record is a little bit
deceiving.”
The Panthers left Charleston
Thursday afternoon because of
a change in the normal sched-
ule that accommodates the
team for Easter weekend.
Instead of the usual Saturday
doubleheader followed by a
single game on Sunday, the
games are moved up one day,
and the series begins Friday.
Schuette said that the change
in days will not affect their
play. The players know that
there is a lot of potential for a
big weekend.
“We know that they are one
of the lower teams in the con-
ference and we need to take
advantage of that,” senior
Weak TSU
team up next
for Eastern Eastern
Illinois
(25-16-1, 7-5)
Last game
3-1 win 
Bradley
Standing
5th place - 5 back
(OVC)
Tennessee 
State
(15-24, 1-12)
Last game
2-0 loss
Lipscomb
Standing
9th place - 11.5 back
(OVC)
@
SEE RETURN PAGE 10ASEE WOIKE PAGE 11A
 
The outside wall of fleaor'a Canc11litchen In Tusoola appears today juat as it did 105 yean aco despite a fresh coat of paiat. Tlte shop opened in 1901and ataytd in busiHu until tbe1810s. Ann Beck 
and her siater Dewon laa bo.pt, remodeled ud reopened the busineu in 2004. 
'' 
Flesor's Candy Kitchen mixes old-time feel with confection 
HISTORY OF THE BUILDING 
By David Thill I VERGE Eo1roR 
Beaming over a nearly century-old photograph, Ann 
Beck, owner of Flesor's Candy Kitchen, recoils the history of 
the building that has come to mean so much to its communi-
ty 
The photograph in her hands shows Ann's grandfather, 
original owner and operator of the condy kitchen, standing 
in front of the outside wall of the store. The words ·eandy 
Ki1chen, Coco<:ola 5 cents" still remain just as they did in 
1901 when the shop opened, despite a few new coats of 
paint. 
Ann's grandfather immigrated to America in l 841 from 
Greece. The building that INOUid become Flesor's Candy 
Kitchen was built in 1871. Their grandfather had eight chi~ 
dren, two of whom survived. And no one got a free ride. 
"Everybody worked,· Ann said. 
The shop opened in 1901 and, as Ann recoils, things 
have changed in 1 05 years. 
The kitchen where Ann and her sister Devon Nau make 
their candies was not always meant for the cooking of con-
fectioneries. That portion of the building was onginally a 
barbershop, Ann said. Aclvally, one can still see where 
bricked-up portions of the wall were once windows. 
·My grandfather used to make candy in the basement 
untll they told him that wasn'ttoo heahhy, • she sold with a 
laugh. 
Ann's fomi~ owned the shop until tne 1970s when they 
sold off the business and Flesor's Candy Kitchen closed its 
doors. 
But the building didn't become another business, nor did 
it become an apartment complex. It just sal there. And sat 
and sat and sal. 
It sat fOf' 30 years until the sisters decided a change in 
career was needed and bought the building back and 
began trying to revive a business. 
this place was o disaster area," Ann said •1 mean, 
walls were falling down, we found dead birds • 
She also said they would leave the front doOf' open while 
rebuilding the business just so people could come in and 
see their progress. 
•people would come in and say 'thank you,' and one 
man actually cried, • Devon said. "This place has a lot of 
nostalgia. • 
Coincidentally, the man who bought the building from 
Ann's family hod dismonrled and kept altha original furnish-
ings in o warehouse. 
•If we didn't hove the original fvmishing, we wouldn't 
have gone forward with the b.Jsiness, • Ann said. As il was, 
even with the original fvrnishings, reviving the business took 
a "small fortune," she said. 
But the repairs may hove been well worth the effort. 
•11 has become o neighborhood kind of place, • Ann 
said. •Kids can ride bikes here from the pork For people 
who grew up in !the store), it feels like home. You can go 
home again.· 
GUS FLESOR: CANDY KITCHEN FOUNDER 
By Ashley Rueff I VERGE REPORTER 
In 1 05 years, the customers of Fieser's Candy Kitchen 
have changed, but the recipes have remained the Sdme. 
After arriving at Ellis Island from Greece, Gus Flesor found 
himself in Ch1cago 'NOrk.ing on the railroad before making 
his way south to ChampaignUrbana where he appren~ced 
at o Greek-owned confectionery, said his granddaughter, 
Devon Flesor Nou, the current coowner of Flesor's Candy 
Kitchen 
In 1901 , Gus Fieser took his new skills to the young town 
of Tuscola, where he established his own store on the cor-
ner of Sale and Main streets. Flesor opened his shop in the 
downtown dislrid where he was able to ploy on influential 
role in the development of the town. 
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GUIDE TO BETTER LIVING 
Chris Essig Mario Kart is a life Sen1or Verge reporter 
Sny I usl CMIDOO~ - or am en reo/ tao ed 
WJth a videagome- but Super fWJrio Korl 64 IS e c=peli we carbon rend lion of fie JVeS we 
life 1n a nut5he IS a monifes1otion d the Nmtendo 
roclllg game Constdenng an the addms that the cre-
ators threw In there, it's procticol~ on exod replica of the 
rcx:.ewoy of life let me expbin. 
TI~e shells 
The ham ng red shel.ls syml::dtZe the inev~tab! ties in 
everyb::x:¥ Mrybody who IS n first has b deal wi 
these negat reperOJSSIOOS and ~ n last gels 
the p;merful weapons No ones outlo help the peo-
ple on tap ft~e end there a e no excu beco ~ ts 
on even playing field V\1ule th sIS not alv.uys true 1n life, 
most people who end up rn eighth place have nobody 
lo bbme but themselves. 
lhen there are those misfortunes ~ has !he some 
chance of receiving N some po~nl rn I me, vve've aU fell 
sroo ler than the resl of the cr<Md, l1ke anyone could just 
Park Place 
Apart111ents 
Now Showing for 2006 
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments 
Ren1odeled Units, FREE Parking 
Fully Furnished, 11-ash Raid 
Contact Jennifer @ 348-1479 
life Whe:her yoo're receiVing or~ ng them, fhetre 
gomg 10 hoPf:eO/hittheir mark If yoo hcr.e them theres 
ndh ng ke kno.N!ng px aboot b screN sameooos day 
O'ieC ff yoo' re ahead d someone WJth them, VvUk:h out 
because ~lEJ'y''re lleOded your IM:Jif 
sfru! on by and aush us ke a ~ul 100 culpot couki be __ _ 
a ro rry cby, lhe end d a reb!ionsh p or an llness the 
fom ¥ In any 6\e11, I happens Ia a of us al sane porn! 
The rroralts laking the yin with the yong The good 
things - having red shells -and bad things - betng a 
torgel of a red shell- ore both bound 10 happen. Don't 
get caught up 1n stmplicity of each ad because eoch is 
just a morrent bpse d time. Coosldering thefe are three 
bps, there is pleo1y d lime b make up for the sel back. 
The green shells - shells that go bword whether 
someone is in hont of 'PJ or not -are one's skills It 
takes skillio ClCOJtO~ ~re the green shells, bJ! remem-
ber they can come bock to haunt you if not used prop-
er~. If it's nol a cok:ulated shot, they can miss the target 
sending the shell to deflect off the 'NOils before it comes 
bock to hit you. 
The lesson is not being bo greedy. yvhtle green shells 
- skills- ore meant lo be a good thing, things 'MX'I't 
0~ lum out like you planned h's an about making lhe 
right choices and ~ng your skills at the nght lime. 
Sanetimes n·s just easier b I'd bunch the green shells or 
fire them dtredo/ behind yoo; ploy it oonseNO~ and 
'M:lft unfil the moment rises blake ackmlage of it. 
The other kind d shell in Norio Kart is the dreaded 
•leader shell". There is a longsklndlng strategy that if 
yoo' re in first place and a blue shell - the shell that Vvill hit 
the person in first place - is hecxJed yoor way, yoo 
should sbN c:bMI ard let sameooe else get in first 
pb:e. TOOt way Vv'hen it comes, yoo 'MX'I't get hn 
becou:;e yoo're no blger on bp. 
f'.kxi d lhe fime, this is ineffective ard yoo sliU get hit 
while lhe person in seoond place soors bt yoo. The 
point here is same things are bound b happen and yoo 
just can't stOp yoor life -or yoor go kart - thinking yoo 
con 0....00 them. Scxnetimes yoo have Ia bke the hit, 
rego1n ~and coo~nue the race. Hesiblion just 
doesn't fXlY· 
1n hme, but ts !ernf:aary. One con too lao~ 
With the bod times. The lighlning in Nboo Karl- which 
shnnk.s ~Je excep1 the USef' (making them wlneroble 
b being crushed) - syml::dizes this SOrTCMI and is os r?Nery 
bit inevibble as it is rn real life. k is shor~1'>€d and doesn't 
hove b be 'PX demise if yoo leom b hardle and ITICNe 
on when the ~CMI JXlSseS. 
Fbshiness shauk:l be o crime in Me ard Mono Kart IS 
no dtfferenl. In the game, if yoo hold onlo a slar or ltgh~ 
ning b lao blg, scrneone could very eaSt~ get a ghost 
-the "v.oopon" that lums yoo invincible and tokes OflOih. 
ers ilem. If yoo have Ofle d the mare pcM'ef'h.il 
\veopons, • don't sook in pleasure for lao long. Instead 
use it, lake it in shides, embroc:e the moment, and let it 
pass. The second you let yoorself indulge tao sever~ in 
the fruits d life is the second its bken by on untaochable 
opponent. 
Bananas ore rhe ~empKJiions !hot ore up b us b 
0..00. In the game, alhef players will~ them along 
the trock hoping yoo'U slip up on them. fV'osJ of the lime 
they're blabn~ ol::Moos, but because they're right 
~e yoo're expected to be, they're tough to (M)id. 
You can af1en see them coming from a mile a.Nay, but 
6 some strange reason yoo just 'Mllk right inb lhem. 
Drugs, promisa.Jous sex and republicanism are all real 
life examples of these kinds of obsbdes. You kno.v 
they're bod for you and you kncm what Will happen, 
but it happens. 
One cl the more subtle •weapons· in Maio Kart is 
the fake question mark box. Nonnal question mark 
boxes get you all of the ol:x:>ve listed "weapons" but 
the fake boxes are the equivalent of running 1nto a 
brick 'MJII. These represent illusions which no molter 
how often they pop up along the fOC£!NICJ'f, they are 
unexpected. Common sense is the best defense 
against them. If you see a box blabn~ out of place 
lthe real boxes come in groups ard ore placed cbse 
together) it's probabo/ falce. ~you recognize that~ 
limes things ore too~ lobe true -that boxes ore 
Online Classified Advertising 
Now AVAILABLE 
Post your classified 
ads on the 
Dally Eastern News 
website · Beiryg on bp means yoo hove b be prepared b hen die lhese responsibilities beoouse yoo're a b'get; fM!.f\1' 
body 'MJOts 1a be yoo. ks a bk:h being in first espeaal'ty 
since yoo oM-ays get the weakest of honcbAs {or in 
Mario Kart, single green shells, bananas, et.l and those 
behind yoo ore getting lightning and sbrs (exiT~ don-
geroos 'M30pons)like i(s their jab. StiR, it's the same for 
just nat goi~ lo randomly appear just for your laking- L.;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~ 
you're olreaCJy ahead of the game. h's about being on 
'PJf toes and preparing for the things that don't 
appear as they tru~ ore. 
THE LIST 
Top 10 Bands that need to be reunited 
1 Rage .A{pinst the Ntthire - Thet couki 6 
pump out reoocds €Nef1! siX months with the CUI" 
rent .Adminislrotion in pc:M€1'. 
2 Refused -Imagine a hardcore Rage with nearly the same level of intensity, intelligence 
and talent. 
l 
8 3 N the Drive In - Their amazing arrangements and COOric's ridicubJs range make for music 
that yoo have to fXlY a!tenlion b ~ if yoo 
have no ideo w-.at hes biking about. 
4 Phish-~ w+x, has hod the ?fvilege d seeing i-.em !i-.e !<noNs why they ae on lhe 9 
list. 
Neulrol Milk Hotel- Cerbinly the weirdesl and 
agoobly the l'l'lOSI ~ bond 1o cane out d 
the 90s. 
Bcxh- f tfey're nat the biril d lechnicol mebl-
core, tfey're preltf dam cbse. 
N te Gc::es - Fooning in 1990, f.J the ~ 
in their mere 6 ~ d e<isJence ~ them-
5eNes as one d the mosf in!Lential Swedish mebl 
bonds. 
The Smashing funpkins - Probably a ooboin-
er. Cagan hod an ITICOilrty ability b ~ 
p9fbm ptx:tiooly 00'{ asped ci rock music ood 
seemingly bst it when he bmed Zwor1. 
5 Pink Fb,d -This is lhe dreamer in us. While 1 0 Soebo -The defini~ saeomo bard lhat beautiful ~ v.ods- win likely be the sho-M:oses Wlat the genre shoold be. oggressi\.e, 
lxlnds last perbmance. Bosbrds. melodic, and smart. And yoo didn't1h111k it 'MlS 
"Dad .. .Is your 
business going 
to make it?" 
"I don't know, son. 
I just don't know. 
I just wish I had 
advertised." 
Don't let your family 
down. Call today 
581-2816. 
WE DELIVER! 
Best Chicago-style 
Chinese food in town 
Sun- Thur: 
11am- 9pm 
Fri -Sat: 
11am -10pm 
348-1232 
1140 Uncoln Ave. 
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PHOTOS aY D AVID T HILL/ ONTI11':VFRC,E 
Left: Ann Btok, co-oner of Flesor's Candy Kitchen Ia Tuscola, "dips" chocolate Friday momiac, lbrch 24. Btck n1ns the sbop alona witb her sister, DIYoa Nau. The two make all of tlltir coafections 
a., hand. RiPt. DtYOI l a1, co-owner of F1tsor's Candy Kitchen in Tuscola, prepam the ice cream coulter before opeaina shop larch 24. 
CANDY: 
CO/., l'oiUID f~ rAGE II I 
With only a fourth-grade education, Flesor became suc-
cessful enough to help his I'NO brothers make the trip from 
Greece to Tuscola as well, said Devon's sister and business 
partner, Ann Flesor. 
Todoy's Candy Kitchen is a replication of the original 
shop thai waS' in operation over 1 00 years ago. A photo 
of Gus and his old Candy Kitchen hongs in the shop, mak-
ing it eosy k> measure the accuracy of the restoration. 
The h1story of Tuscola and the origtnal owner grace every 
inch of the store. Even the lunch menu honors Flesor wilh the 
"gusburgers" that ore named aher the hamburgers he used 
to cook over his grill for his customers, Ann said 
The sisters hove had no trouble building hom their grand-
father's foundation so for. Devon's three chtldren spend a lot 
of time in the shop, just os their mother did when she was 
young. Devon is hoping k> teach her 15-year-old son how 
k> make candy this summer, a job that she was taught by 
her brother. 
Ann currentfy holds the Nrle of ·candy dipper,• but maybe 
she'll be passing that Nrle on k> another family member after 
a while, just as her mother passed it on to her. 
THE SISTERS FLESOR 
By Michael Petwson I VERGE REf'O#IrcR 
Ann Flesoc sits on a stool in the back room of Flesor's 
Candy Kitchen. With her right hand, Ann molds dough into 
tiny balls while simultaneous~ using her leh hand to ploy 
with and work the dark, rich chocolate in a pan next to her. 
After the dough balls ore ready, she dips them into the 
chocolate. like an artist signing her work, she labels the 
chocolate truffles, using the drips of chocolate to write with. 
"But I'm not nearly as good at it as my mother was," Ann 
said. "We called her the 'master d1pper.'" 
/lkny children dream of growing up in a candy shop. 
However, both 50year~ Ann and her sister never i~ 
ined they would end up in the family business. They had di~ 
ferenl plans of their own. 
"Our parents never encouraged us to stay in the business, 
so we didn't. We all went to college and leh," Ann said. "I 
couldn't wail to get out of Tuscola. I would sit on that stool 
over there and was like, 'Please God, get me out of here!"' 
But in early 2001 , Ann was driving through town when 
she saw a "For Sale" sign on her famtly's old candy 
kitchen, which had cbsed in the 70s. 
It took a year<~ncktho~ of renovations, $800,000 and a 
lot of sweat and hard work before the two sisters hod the 
buildtng and supplies all ready for business. 
Sa why would someone with a master's degree want to 
leave it all for a tremendous amount of physical labor in on 
old building? 
Ann explained that it wos a combination of factors-the 
promise and challenge of owning her own business, the 
sentimental value and just "being bored to tears. • She also 
said it felt like the right thing to do - as tf all of the pieces of 
the puzzle fell mlo place 
Ann plans on working at Flesor's Candy Kitchen for eight 
more years and then will retire. But until then, she is going 
lo conhnue to "work her buu off" by managing the kitchen. 
11We are tired and we are in 
debt up to our armpits. And 
we love it." 
ANN f lfSOit, 
Co-owN£1t or FL£SOR'S CAl-lor KrronN 
"(Mj sister and II fight every day. We are tired and we 
ore in debl up to our armp11S, • Ann said. "And we love it.· 
THE RESTAURANT 
By Jesse Funk I VERGE REPORTER 
Today is Friday and one of the I'NO Daily Specials, 
offered seven days a week at Flesor's Candy Kitchen, is 
roast beef. 
"We wOO. reolly hard on the restaurant side of the busi-
ness, • Devon said os Ann effortlessly made strawberry 
creme-filled chocolates. 
"If customers buy candy, something from the soda foun-
tain and eot at the restaurant, we call that the 'trifecto,'" 
Ann said. 
N Flesor's, it's almost too easy to complete the lrifecta. 
The first time entering Flesor's, customers may be over-
whelmed by the delicious fragrance of chocolate inside. 
But bei'Neen 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. doily, a customer can 
smell one (or I'NO) of twelve different specialty items being 
cooked for lunch. 
Flesor's offers specials ranging from the traditional, includ-
ing country ham and beans, meatloaf, and chicken and 
noodles, to more modern choices, ranging from loco salad, 
baked tilapia, to pizzaburgers. 
_ Since the Flesor sisters share a Greek heritage, they also 
include some traditional Greek fOVOt'iles like Spanikopila, a 
delicious spinach and fete cheese pie, and Greek salads 
with Kalamolo olives and feta cheese. 
"We try to keep the customer~ happy,• Devon said while 
she made on ice creom sundae. "If we offered Greek food 
everyday, no one would eot it. That's why we like to rotate 
our specials and hove a lot of local favorites. • 
On the off chance that something appealing isn't on the 
daily special list at Flesor's, customers can olvvoys order 
from the Bistro instead. Bistro choices range from frankfurters 
and brats to peanut butter and jel~ sandwiches and pulled-
pork BBQ. 
The only thing better than all of the 1os1y meols, candy 
and ice creom at Fieser's is the relaxed atmosphere of the 
candy shop which takes customers bock to simpler times. 
THE RESTROOMS 
p 
By Matt Daniels I Assoam SPORTs EDITOR 
A pointing hongs in a perfect posllion. It is not crooked, 
scratched or dir1y. 
1\tbgazines ore lined in rows, With a small, folded piece 
of paper declanng "Please, help yourseff to a magazine· 
scrawled in neot penmanship with a block marker. 
Such is the women's restroom ot Flesor's Candy Kitchen. 
It is the precision and the astute knowledge of paying atten-
tion to every detail that has this brick building in downtown 
Tuscola thriving as a business. 
"We're here all the time," Devon sod This explains why 
the bathrooms ore so shiny and well kepi. 
With the I'NO Flesor sisters putttng in 12- to 15-hour days 
at the store, nearly every day of the week, the restrooms 
are evidence of the attention to detail the sisters hove put in. 
Restrooms, you might say? Why would the restrooms be 
such a high pl'iority for the current 0\Nners? 
"We practically live here so we wont to be comfortable, • 
Devon said. We have the cleanest bathrooms outside of 
Europe" 
It's this attention to detail that makes this store unique and 
charming. 
•If someone'~ not cleaning out the toilets right, I'll go in 
there and show them how to do it,· Ann said. 
While the 'M)tllen's restroom has a few more amenities 
(i.e. magazine rocks and a desk with drawers), the men's 
restroom is not the typical mole restroom, either. 
When 'PJ walk into the bathrooms at Flesor's, you auto-
matically feel that you are going into a bathroom at your 
own ~lbeit cleaner than most home bathrooms. 
The Hied floor is devoid of any noticeable dirt and the 
white sinks and toilets are spotless. There is even a can of 
Oust for customers to help the room stay fresh. 
Devon Flesor describes the bathrooms os • co~. • 
And that is the one word that best fits this shop-and its 
unique bathrooms. 
THE CLASSIC COLA COUNTER 
By Cathy Bayer I VERGE REI'OIITER 
Fieser's Candy Kitchen wa~ renovated in 2004. This 
included the installation of the soda fountain counter The 
two Flesor sisters, Ann and Devon, received a $25,000 
grant from the American Soda Fountain Co. in Chicago 1o 
put everything from the counter bock together. 
"It was kind of a touchstone for us, • Ann said. 
People often come in and remember their first dotes ot the 
soda counter, or that they courted in the back booth. 
While many drug stores used to have soda fountains, 
there aren't many left. 
• "little Mom and Pop places ore extinct,• Devon said 
Six slools sit at the counter. They're the originals from 
when their grandfather owned the store. The ~n bock 
counter, with shelves and cabinets of glosses, is also from 
the original store that opened in 1901 . 
The wOO. that goes into keeping the counter dean and 
maintained is endless, Ann said. The counter doesn't have 
a defroster, so the freezer has to be scraped out by hand. 
Workers ore constantly cleaning the equipment, including 
eight porcelain ice cream containers, which cost $90 
eoch. 
The counter also includes vessels with different syrup flo. 
vors. These flavors make classic phosphates, a type of 
homemade soda dnnk_ 
The phosphates taste different than regular soda. They 
have a strong, neo~ potent flavor that's unlike regular 
soda. 
·we hove people who won't go bock (to. soda),· Ann 
said, after they have tasted their fountain drinks. 
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• u 15 ......... ,.. ...... ······:~allmy troubles seiiiiJ1ed $0 far awtJ¥1 
HfRf HRf JUST 8 ffW TIPS~ TO 6fT OUfR THHT DHSTY·BRfHK UP HOD 
8 ffW SOUlfUl TURfS TO 6fT YOU THROUGH THOSf lODfl Y RIGHTS 
Now. it looks as thQush lhey're 
here to stltfl Oh, I believe in 
yesterdaY' 
• -Dry v.... Eyllr'- ..... 
stnett· •ory your eyes mate' 
I know It's hard to take but her 
mind has been made up. 
There's plenty more fish in the 
seal Dry your eyes mate/ I 
know you want to make her 
see how much thts pam huttsl 
But you've got to walk away 
no It's aver' 
By Michael Peterson 
VERGF Rfi'ORT£R. 
Breaking-up is one of those inevitable, 
pamful life experiences. One day you can 
be literally floating in the air and then sud· 
denly the next day your emotions can be 
thrown into the gutters 
Thousands upon thousands of songs are 
written about heartbreak caused by the 
opposite gender, so obv1ously this Is some-
thing that affects anyone and everyone So 
go curl up in your bed w1th a tub of Ben 
and jerry's and pap in your favorite tear·jerk· 
er CD before reading on. 
WHAT TO SAY 
Whtle breaking up w1th your s•gntf1cant 
ather may become meVJtable, there is defi· 
mtely mare humane ways to approach the 
situat1on 
Cathy Schoonover, a psychology profes-
sor sa1d when you are breaking up w1th 
someone 11 IS usually not m your best mterest 
Ia blame the other person for the problems 
in the relationship. The best thing to do 1s to 
acknowledge your own respons1bd1ty 10 the 
situation and to make sure you don't put 
down the person. 
Spring into Love 
"You can acknowledge that the person is 
a great person and they eventually make 
someone else a great girlfriend or boyfriend 
But tell them it's not working for us together," 
Schoonover so1d "Essentially, tusl don't psy-
chologically demean or bring down the 
other person." 
GOOD AND BAD WAYS 
Now that you hove dectded on what you 
are going to say the next step m your task 
is to figure out 1ust how you are go1ng to 
break up with them. The general consensus 
is that the "best" way to do it 1s in person 
"It may be the more d1fficult, but 11 is 
gotng to be the most humane way to do 11, 
Schoonover sotd. Somethmg l1ke a text 
message or o ·oeor john" letter IS the cru-
elest, most ch1cken way to do tl. It is 1unning 
away from the tesponsib]lity . but 11 1s east· 
er. ~ 
While breaking up with someone by usmg 
on e-ma1l or o text message 1s bad there ts 
actua ly on even worse way of domg it. 
Alison Stephans, a sen1or health stud1es 
mo1or, said she had a friend that was actual-
ly dumped by he1 boyfriend fUSI chang1ng 
his "relationship status· on his Facebook 
account to single. 
"It was pretty shady," she said "It took her 
like a day to figure out what had hap-
pened: 
REACTIOfiS 
It would be nice to believe that once the 
dumping process has ended that the sifua 
lion IS over, but this 1s for from the truth. In 
fad, after o couple has broken up, both par-
lies may hove very d1fferent reachons. 
Schoonover sa1d if the person bemg 
dumped was in o long·term relationship, it is 
very common for that person to go through 
o "gnevmg process, o reaction that 1s very 
s1m1lar to how a person w1ll cope with a 
loved one dymg Th re may be extreme 
sadness or mtense longmg for the person. 
On the other end of the spectrum breok-
mg up can also be hard for the person who 
is endmg the relallansh1p. 
There may be some gui t because you 
know that you caused hal person pam, 
commente-d Schoonover '"There also may be 
rolionahzotlon for that guill. • 
Other reactions to breaking up may be 
extra partying and drmking, sleeping around 
or even possibly suicidal thoughts. 
• MJ) lr . ... 112: 
• And maybe I ll see you at a 
rnovte sneak preview/ You 
show up and walk by on the 
arm of that guy/ And I'll smile 
and you'll wave/ We'll pretend 
tt's okay/ The charade 1t won't 
last/ When he's ~ I won t 
comeback" 
• N'flay Veuell" • Death 
Cb For Cutle· "'This is the 
moment that you know/ lhat 
you told her that you loved her 
but you don tJ You touch her 
skm and then you thmkllhat 
she s beauuful but she don t 
mean a thmg to me" 
• MWith or Without You"' • 
U2: See the stone set m your 
&(esl St.>e the o n tw•st m you 
stde/1 watt fr yo\JI Sletght of 
hand and twtst of fate/ On a 
bed of nculs she makes me 
watt/ And I watt without you" 
College students date more as weather heats up 
By Stacy Smith 
VERGE REI'ORTfR 
Less stress, less clothing and more activi· 
ties generate new relationships among co~ 
lege students os the weather starts to get 
warmer. 
Biological~ circulating C¥=1es relate to 
relationships because when days are longer 
people feel more alert and awake, said 
Jeffrey Stowell, assistant psychology profes. 
SOl'. 
light comes lhrough the eyes and creates 
a direct connection to the brain. This 
process makes people more attentive during 
the warmer months. 
Some people experience seasonal Ructu-
alions in mood, like feeling depressed in the 
winter, Stowell said. These people tend to 
act more con~dent and outgoing when the 
weather gets warmer. 
Spring relationships ore a "pseudo-scientif· 
ic lhing• because light puts almost everyone 
in a goad mood along wilh the fact finals 
are over make people more accepting of 
relationships, said Blake West, junior 
accounting major, 
During cold weather, some people gel 
depressed and shut off, he said. 
West said considering people ore outside 
more in warmer weather, they are more like-
~ to meet other people, which con lead to 
the start of a rew relationship. 
Can weather be the deciding factor in 
dating? 
Mony students believe so. A common 
idea is during the warmer weather, people 
wear more a1tractive clothing, ore more con-
fidence, have a goad ton and ore more 
open to re.N lhings. 
IJz Most, a heshman speech pathology 
major, said she finds herself dating more 
when the weather gets warmer. 
IVv::Jst said she notices more men in the 
summer because she can check them out 
when she's at a swimming pool. 
According to Most, "Everybody looks bet-
ter wilh a tan." 
Girls aren't the on~ ones checkmg out the 
opposite sex as the temperature rises. 
Trent Ellis, a sophomore undecided major, 
said he tends to date a lot more during 
INOrmer weather. 
One reason mCI( be the change of attire 
from winter to summer. 
•people dress up a little more in warmer 
weather. During wintertime a lot of people 
wear sweatshirts and pants, • said Drew 
Wright, a freshman accounting major. 
Mork Ellis, a senior economics major, 
agrees wilh Wright and says summer fash. 
ion is ~ because of the brighter colors. 
"Girls put on short shorts and short skirts 
and gel all dolled up to go to the bar, • he 
said. "You don't hit on girls wilh their big 
puffy coals and rnaccosins." 
People become more actiVe when the 
'NeOther is warmer such os playing sports, 
exercising, barbequing and sunbathing are 
on~ a few of the many summer pastimes. 
Mork. said he is currently involved in a 
threeyear relationship. 
There is only o hm1ted amount of dungs a 
couple can do 10 the winter, he said. 
This can led to more fighting and tension 
between couples. 
Roxanne Flores, a freshman psychology 
major, sa1d she has been in a long-distance 
relationship for two years rc-N. 
•tFiores and her boyfriend} hang out more 
and get a long better when the 'NeOther is 
warmer, 8 she said. ''We're outside doing 
more lhings like swimming, and inside all 
yoo con real~ do is watch lY. • 
'1he attraction to each other is higher 
because of clolhlng," Flores said. Uke 
wearing bathing suits or being dressed bet-
ter. 
Stress is found to be related academicalo/. 
Most students' stress level will peak dunng 
the next couple weeks and lhrough ~nels 
but will drop dromaticol~ when summer 
approaches because they will have a break 
from classes, Slovv<ell said. 
•people are just glad to be free hom 
being coped up in the dorm," he said. 
